Speech recognition systems have become increasingly popular as a means to produce radiology reports, for reasons both of efficiency and of cost. However, the suboptimal recognition accuracy of these systems can affect the productivity of the radiologists creating the text reports. We analyzed a database of over two million de-identified radiology reports to determine the strongest determinants of word frequency. Our results showed that body site and imaging modality had a similar influence on the frequency of words and of three-word phrases as did the identity of the speaker. These findings suggest that the accuracy of speech recognition systems could be significantly enhanced by further tailoring their language models to body site and imaging modality, which are readily available at the time of report creation.
Background
As hospitals have sought to tighten their budgets, and referring providers demand rapid turn around time for radiology reports, radiology departments have shifted from using transcription services to the implementation of speech recognition systems. Speech recognition systems replace expensive transcription services and enable much quicker report delivery. However, lower accuracy rates of these systems compared to transcription services have affected the productivity of radiologists by causing them to spend a larger portion of their time correcting the inaccuracies of the computer generated report [1, 2] . Over the past several years, speech recognition technology has greatly improved, with some vendors now advertising accuracy rates of up to 99 percent [3] . But the few errors that do occur in radiology reports can have profound effects when clinicians rely on the reports to make life-altering decisions. For example, a speech recognition engine can interpret a radiologist as saying, ''There is now evidence of tuberculosis," when the radiologist actually said, ''There is no evidence of tuberculosis."
Overall speech recognition error rates can be reduced by several means. For example, most speech recognition engines can be ''trained" or tailored to an individual's voice and speech pattern. Such training can dramatically improve the accuracy rate of the engine. Additionally, many radiologists utilize macros, which serve as templates for reports that are commonly used. Typically, only a few blanks, called fields, in the macro need to be dictated. Macros thereby reduce the error rate of dictation by limiting the amount of text that is generated by the speech recognition engine. Furthermore, radiologists proofread their reports before signing them. However, even a single error can cause an incorrect diagnosis. Therefore, every additional effort should be made to systematically improve the accuracy of speech recognition.
Most modern speech recognition engines rely upon probabilistic measures of word combinations, represented in a language model to translate audio input into words. Typically, statistical language models of speech recognition engines use trigrams, or threeword phrases, to determine which words the speaker used. While products such as Dragon NaturallySpeaking Medical (Nuance, Burlington, MA) include a medical dictionary and a radiology language model, no effort has been made to use the unique properties of radiological examinations to further refine the language model [4, 5] . The goal of this study was to demonstrate that certain properties of imaging examinations, such as the body site, modality, and subspecialty, which are known prior to dictation, have an effect on word and trigram frequency that is comparable to the identity of the speaker. Because these former attributes of the report are known in advance, they could be used to dynamically refine the language model used by speech recognition engines, thereby improving accuracy.
Methods

Setting
The Radiology department of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania has stored reports electronically in a Radiology Information System (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) for about two dec- 
Research database
The data was loaded into an Oracle 10 g Standard Edition database server (Oracle, Redwood Shores, CA), installed on a AMD Athlon desktop running Windows XP SP2. The data set for this study was the same as was used for the study conducted by Lakhani et al. [6] . The study sample consisted of 2,169,967 completed radiology reports from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania between January 1, 1998 and November 11, 2005.
The authors removed patient identifiers from the database, including name, date of birth, and medical record number. Of the remaining reports, 29,736 contained only patient information with no report text. The authors deleted all 29,736 of these records. There remained 72 reports that contained the patient's name within the report text. The authors manually edited these to remove the patient information.
Comparing sets of words and trigrams
We opted to develop our own simple tokenizer because to our knowledge no existing tokenizers could be executed directly by the database, which was necessary to reduce processing time. Thus, each report was parsed into a set of tokenized words. Our tokenizer split words based upon a defined list of text delimiters, such as spaces, periods, commas, colons, semicolons, and letternumber interfaces. An exception list was created to list common delimiter characters that do not act as a delimiters but rather add meaning to the word, such as numbers with decimal points, times with colons, and 359 predefined text strings such as ''H20", ''2ND", ''GM/CM", ''T9/10", and ''K-WIRE".
We compared the effects of modality, body site, and subspecialty to the effects of radiologist. We conducted four experiments comparing word frequency and one experiment comparing trigram frequency. For each comparison, we randomly divided our database into two subsets of reports of equal number. This enabled comparison of word frequency for both concordant and discordant reports. For the first word comparison experiment, we further subdivided each report subset by modality. We then generated a modality comparison matrix between modality pairs. Each comparison pair had an equal number of reports from each of the two database subsets. For example, we compared 10 modalities, which generated a 100 cell comparison matrix, in which we compared word frequencies between the two halves of the database.
The second experiment subdivided each half of the database of reports by both modality and subspecialty and compared the word frequencies in the subgroups. The third experiment subdivided each half of the dictionary by modality and body site and compared word frequency between the halves. The fourth experiment compared word frequencies in sets of reports by radiologist in similar fashion.
In addition to the experiments comparing word frequency, we also conducted experiments in which reports and their corresponding trigrams were divided and compared by modality as above. To reduce the huge computational burden, we limited the analysis of trigrams to only those occurring more than once in the database.
Metrics for comparing word and trigram frequencies
The metric used for comparison of word and trigram frequencies was based on the log-likelihood score (G 2 ). The log-likelihood score assists in finding words or trigrams that are particularly characteristic of a report. This statistic gives an accurate measure of the ''surprising" nature of an event and gives a sense of the ''distinctive" nature of a corpus [8] .
Kilgarriff [9] defined a framework for using the log-likelihood test to obtain the G 2 statistic for a given word, w, given two texts, X and Y. In our setting, X and Y were the two halves of our dataset.
We tabulated a (the number of occurrences of w in X), c (the number of words in X that were not w), b (the number of occurrences of w in Y), and d (the number of words in Y that were not w). Table 1 lays out these calculations in a table. To then find G 2 , Eq. (1) is used [9] . This calculation was performed only for words that existed in both halves of the data set.
Computation of the G 2 statistic, which is based on the log-likelihood score.
From the G 2 values, the significant log-likelihood (SLL), Eq. (2), expresses the percent of distinct words or trigrams that had significant G 2 values (p < 0.05). P-values were calculated from G 2 using a reference standard [10] . The significant log-likelihood (SSL) metric measures the percent of significant (p > 0.05) n-grams.
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For each comparison of corpora, we used the G 2 statistic to compare frequencies of a word or trigram between subsets of reports then used the SSL log-likelihood statistic to determine significance of difference in word frequencies between corpora.
Results
Univariate analysis
After de-identifying the data and tokenizing the reports, there were 2,169,967 reports, consisting of 338,435,512 words (tokens). On average, there were 155.9 words per report with a standard deviation of 119.5. The distribution had a positive skew, with a mode of 61 (Fig. 1) . The longest report contained 2620 words. Table 2 shows the distribution of reports among the 12-modality types defined in this report database. Table 3 shows the distribution of reports across body site. Because we randomly split the data, an equivalent number of reports reside in each subgroup. An analysis of the properties of report length distribution and distributions for modality, body site, and subspecialty for the model set and test set and found no significant differences, indicating that the two sets were properly randomized.
Comparison of word frequencies by modality
To test for distinctive words in each corpus, the log-likelihood test was run for each modality. Table 4 , shows an example of the most significant word frequency differences between corpora. 
The list on the left shows word frequency between CR corpora, and the list on the right compares word frequency between CR and MR reports. The intra-modality comparison has significantly lower frequency differences than the inter-modality comparison. Table 5 shows the ratio of distinctive words (i.e., words with significant G 2 values) in discordant report sets (different modality) and concordant report sets (same modality). Every concordant comparison (that holds the modality constant), highlight in darker gray, has the smallest ratio of distinct words. The concordant entries (in darker gray) have an average ratio of 0.508% with a standard deviation of 0.156%. The other entries have an average ratio of 39.2% with a standard deviation of 5.82%. Therefore, words contained in a report from a different modality were much more likely to be distinctive than when comparing two words from reports of the same modality. We also examined the differences between the frequency of words that appear in one half of reports but do not appear in the other half. As expected, differences in word frequency in a concordant comparison were much less prevalent, and yielded words that were likely to be typographical or parsing errors. Differences in word frequency between modality in a discordant comparison were frequently used terms that were unique to the modalities in question.
Subgroup analysis
To determine whether partitioning the data into smaller subsets based on body site or subspecialty also showed significant differences based on these variables, we further divided the MR subsets according to body site. The same statistical tests were used. Table 6 displays the results. When the subspecialty was the same, the average ratio of distinctive words (i.e., words with significant G 2 values) was 0.647% with a standard deviation of 0.278%. When the subspecialties were not the same, the ratio was 38.8% (standard deviation = 7.26%).
The same body site subanalysis was performed on the MR reports. Only the body sites with the 10 highest numbers of reports are shown. As seen in Table 7 , the average SLL for sets with the same body site was 0.805% (std 0.215%), while for sets with different body sites the average SLL was 36.0% (std 6.91%) ( Table 5 ).
Comparison of word frequency by radiologist
The same analysis was conducted by using the dictating radiologist. For this comparison, only reports from the 10 radiologists with the highest number of reports were used. Table 8 shows the percentage of distinctive words (i.e., words with significant G 2 values). When comparing dictionaries from the same radiologist, on average, 0.515% (std 0.147%) of the words are significant (SLL metric), whereas 32.5% (std 8.57%) of the words are significant when comparing dictionaries by different radiologists.
Trigram frequency analysis
We extended our word frequency analysis to examine the frequency of three-word phrases (trigrams) by using the same statistical methods. Table 9 shows the 25 most common trigrams in our database. As shown in Table 10 , the frequency differences for trigrams were more striking than the differences for words alone. When the modality was the same for both sets of trigrams there was an average ratio of 0.251% (std 0.0538%), while when the modality was different there was an average of 36.5% (std 5.60%). Table 11 summarizes the results of the four frequency comparisons. In each case, the word and trigram frequencies were much greater for discordant reports (having different values of the parameter in question) than for concordant reports. Computed radiography accounted for almost half of reports. CT, MRI, and ultrasound accounted for the bulk of the remainder. A large proportion of reports concerned the thorax. The remainder of reports were widely distributed throughout the body. 
Discussion
Our analysis of words and trigrams (three-word phrases) in a large corpus of radiology reports shows that modality, body site, and radiologist, can be used to further refine language models. All of these factors are known at the time of dictation, although only the identity of the dictating radiologist is currently used to tailor language models for speech recognition systems. Our data All words listed were classified as distinctive using the log-likelihood test with p < 0.01. Approximately 170 million words were in each subset.
Table 5
Ratio of distinctive words (SLL metric: p > 0.05) by modality
Entries highlighted in gray indicate that the modality is the same for both corpora. Concordant comparisons are highlighted in gray.
Table 6
Ratio of distinctive words (SLL metric: p > 0.05) by subspecialties of the MR modality Table 7 Ratio of distinctive words (SLL metric: p > 0.05) by body site of the MR modality from Table 4 show that words are used at dramatically different frequencies depending on imaging modality. These results, together with those shown in Table 5 , show that when using a dictionary on the modality for which it was designed, the word frequencies are relatively constant, while trying to use a dictionary for a different modality results in a markedly different word frequency. Tables 6 and 7 show that differences in word choice and frequency exist even when the data is stratified into smaller subsets. The results show that significant differences between subgroups do exist that could be useful to language model designers.
From Table 8 , it is evident (as expected) that each radiologist has a unique word choice and unique word frequencies. However, our comparison metrics show that this effect is similar to the effect of modality and body site. Therefore, the use of modality and body site to tailor language models for speech recognition systems may be much more effective than training or tailoring based on the individual radiologist alone.
We found that the results obtained for word frequency also applied to the frequency of three-word phrases. When looking at these phrases, there were significant differences between the phrase choice and frequency per modality. While the log-likelihood test typically is used in the case of words not phrases, we believe the test still is applicable for quantifying the distinctness of phrases between two sets of reports.
Current speech recognition engines load a language model that is tailored only to the speech pattern of the dictating radiologist. To our knowledge, no available speech recognition engine provides the capability to train or tailor the behavior of the system based Table 8 Ratio of distinctive words (SLL metric: p > 0.05) by reading radiologist
The column and row headers represent the rank of the radiologist by number of reports dictated. Comparison of reports with discordant modality and body site had similar rates of distinctive words than comparisons between reports dictated by different radiologists. Discordant reports have much higher rates of distinctive words that concordant reports.
on the modality and body site of the imaging exam being dictated.
Our results indicate that it might be useful to study the effects of dynamically modifying language models of existing speech recognition software. It is possible that additional gains in accuracy could be obtained by employing models that are specific not only to the reporting radiologist, but also to the modality and body site of the imaging study being reported.
Limitations
The primary limitation of the study is that we could not validate our conclusions by comparing different language models in an actual speech recognition engine. Such language models do not yet exist. We believe that such a study might show that incorporating specialized language models based on modality and body site improves the accuracy of dictation. However, no easy solution is currently available for dynamically changing models in a speech recognition engine.
The text of an unknown number of reports in the database was generated in part using macros. Unfortunately, our radiology information system does not record which reports used macros, so we could not study their effects directly. While the use of macros skews the results of the word and phrase frequencies, the effect of this bias likely was similar across the database. Because radiologists have control over their own set of macros, these macros are more likely to reduce variability of word frequency within one radiologists corpus of reports, thereby magnifying the effect of tailoring to the radiologist. However, we found nevertheless that other factors had a similar effect on variability. We believe that macros could improve the accuracy of a speech recognition engine, since the speech engine will have the first two words of a trigram spelled out and thus the engine can refer to the dictionary to fill in the third word.
The log-likelihood measure we used had an important limitation. If a word was used frequently in one set of reports, but was never used in the comparison set, that word would not appear in the results of the log-likelihood test. Nevertheless, the measure gave a good sense of frequency with which common words are used in the two corpora. A comparison of word and trigram frequencies that were not in one subset but appeared in another yielded results similar to the log-likelihood comparisons (unpublished data).
We limited the analysis to trigrams that occurred more than once. From manual review of the omitted trigrams, we determined that almost all such unique trigrams were phrases with misspellings or numbers. Thus, adding these phrases would provide little benefit to a speech engine. We believe that any bias that may have been introduced by omitting unique trigrams would apply equally to all comparisons, and therefore would not affect our conclusions. Table 11 shows that there are significant word and phrase differences between different types of radiology reports, and that those differences are at least as pronounced between modalities and body sites as they are between speakers. Therefore, custom language models based upon the specific modality, body site, and radiologist could be used by the speech recognition software to improve recognition accuracy. For example, a speech recognition engine could view the exam being dictated (e.g., abdominal CT, knee MR, chest X-ray) and load a language model tailored to the modality and body site for that exam. Most likely, the language models would be cached on a server that periodically would update each model, possibly using the method detailed by Siivola [5] . For the database analyzed in this study, 82 distinct language models would be needed to handle all combinations of modality and body site. However, we were unable to prove definitively that these additional predictors would increase the performance of a speech recognition engine, or to assess how these additional parameters should be weighted.
This study focused on radiological exams due to the availability of a large database of reports. A similar approach might be useful in other medical fields that use dictation. For example, word and trigram frequency in operative reports may be strongly affected by the type of surgery. And progress notes from ambulatory clinics might be highly dependent on the chief complaint.
Conclusion
Our results indicate that the word and phrase frequency during dictation of radiology reports is influenced by the modality and body site of the radiology study. When comparing subsets of reports, there were significantly lower levels of distinctiveness for concordant reports than for discordant reports. While the statistical significance of the differences could not be measured, the magnitudes of the differences were similar to those found between radiologists, indicating they likely have practical significance. This finding held true not only for the frequency of single words, but also for the frequency of three-word phrases. These results suggest that the accuracy of speech recognition products could be improved by tailoring the underlying speech model based on the modality, body site, and other parameters of the radiological study.
